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Ras Pathway Specificity Is Determined
by the Integration of Multiple Signal-Activated
and Tissue-Restricted Transcription Factors

ing to this problem must be addressed: first, how cells
acquire the competence to respond to inductive signals;
second, how multiple signaling inputs are integrated by
the targeted cells; and third, how common signals elicit
cell type–specific responses.
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Developmental competence, signal integration, andDepartment of Medicine
response specificity are particularly relevant to signalingBrigham and Women’s Hospital
by the receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs). While manyHarvard Medical School and Howard Hughes
RTKs function in the specification of diverse cell types,Medical Institute
they can all act through a common pathway involving theBoston, Massachusetts 02115
activation of the Ras/mitogen activated protein kinase†Department of Molecular Biology
(MAPK) cascade (van der Geer et al., 1994). Ras signal-Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Institute
ing also plays a role in numerous other developmentalNew York, New York 10021
processes, including those regulating cellular differenti-‡Department of Biology
ation, migration, proliferation, and survival (Downward,Iona College
1998). It is thus critical to understand how RTK activationNew Rochelle, New York 10801
can lead to one response in a given cell, but a different§ Instituto de Neurociencias
response in another. In only a few cases has the basisUniversidad Miguel Hernández
of this specificity been defined (reviewed by RommelAlicante
and Hafen, 1998; Tan and Kim, 1999). For instance, RTKsSpain
are sometimes coupled to non-Ras-dependent pathways
instead of, or in addition to, the Ras pathway (Clandinin
et al., 1998). In other cases, the activities of additionalSummary
signal transduction pathways or tissue-restricted tran-
scription factors appear to act cooperatively with RTK/Ras signaling elicits diverse outputs, yet how Ras speci-
Ras/MAPK signaling to mediate response specificityficity is generated remains incompletely understood.
(Maloof and Kenyon, 1998; Tan et al., 1998).We demonstrate that Wingless (Wg) and Decapenta-

We have been studying cell fate specification in theplegic (Dpp) confer competence for receptor tyrosine
somatic mesoderm of the Drosophila embryo as a modelkinase–mediated induction of a subset of Drosophila
for dissecting the molecular basis of combinatorial sig-muscle and cardiac progenitors by acting both upstream
naling involving RTKs. The somatic musculature and theof and in parallel to Ras. In addition to regulating the
cells that compose the heart develop from specializedexpression of proximal Ras pathway components, Wg
cells called progenitors (Carmena et al., 1995). Each pro-and Dpp coordinate the direct effects of three signal-
genitor divides asymmetrically to produce two founderactivated (dTCF, Mad, and Pointed—functioning in the
cells (Ruiz Gomez and Bate, 1997; Carmena et al., 1998b)Wg, Dpp, and Ras/MAPK pathways, respectively) and
which possess the information that specifies individualtwo tissue-restricted (Twist and Tinman) transcription
muscle fate and which seed the formation of multinucle-

factors on a progenitor identity gene enhancer. The
ate myofibers (Rushton et al., 1995). We have focused

integration of Pointed with the combinatorial effects
our attention on a small subset of somatic mesodermal

of dTCF, Mad, Twist, and Tinman determines inductive cells that express the transcription factor Even skipped
Ras signaling specificity in muscle and heart devel- (Eve). Eve is expressed in the progenitors and founders
opment. of the dorsal muscle fiber DA1 and of a pair of heart

accessory cells, the Eve pericardial cells or EPCs (Buff
Introduction et al., 1998; Carmena et al., 1998a, 1998b). Since eve is

the earliest known marker for these cells (Carmena et
A defining feature of metazoan development is the tran- al., 1998a) and is required for their formation (Su et al.,
sition from an initially undifferentiated field of cells to 1999), we refer to it here as a progenitor identity gene.
one in which cells have unique identities. Intercellular Previous genetic experiments have defined multiple
signaling plays a major role in the progressive determi- intercellular signaling events that govern the progressive
nation of cell fates, yet a relatively small number of signal determination of the Eve progenitors (Carmena et al.,
transduction pathways is responsible for specifying a 1998a). Signaling from both the Wnt family member Wing-
broad range of cell types. Although various combina- less (Wg) and the TGFb family member Decapentaplegic
tions of signals can alter the effects of an individual (Dpp) prepatterns the mesoderm and renders cells com-
pathway, the precise mechanisms by which distinct sig- petent to respond to Ras/MAPK activation. Localized
naling outputs are generated in different developmental Ras activation within the competence domain determined
contexts remain to be elucidated. Three key issues relat- by the intersection of Wg and Dpp expression occurs

through the action of two RTKs, the Drosophila epider-
mal growth factor receptor (DER) and the Heartless (Htl)‖ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: michelson
fibroblast growth factor receptor. This RTK signaling@rascal.med.harvard.edu).

# Deceased. induces two distinct equivalence groups, each of which
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expresses Eve. Lateral inhibition mediated by Notch then dering cells competent to respond to inductive RTK/Ras
signaling (Carmena et al., 1998a). To further investigateselects a single progenitor from each equivalence group.

In the present study, we have explored how the pre- the basis of this competence, we considered whether
the Ras pathway is active in the absence of Wg signalingpattern genes wg and dpp establish competence for

mesodermal cells both to activate and to respond to by monitoring the expression of the activated, diphos-
phorylated form of MAPK (Gabay et al., 1997) in wgthe Ras/MAPK cascade, how multiple intercellular sig-

nals are integrated to establish Eve progenitor fates, mutant embryos. As previously described, diphospho-
MAPK is expressed in progenitor P2 in early stage 11and how muscle- and cardiac-specific responses to Ras

signaling are generated. We show that Wg provides wild-type embryos (Figure 1B) (Carmena et al., 1998a).
Not only is this progenitor missing from wg mutant em-competence for the generation of the Ras/MAPK induc-

tive signal by regulating the expression of key proximal bryos, but activation of MAPK in the C2 equivalence
group, which is dependent on Htl, fails to occur (Figurecomponents of the DER and Htl RTK pathways. Wg and

Dpp then create competence for a specific response to 1C). Similarly, Wg is essential both for P15 formation
and for the DER- and Htl-dependent activation of MAPKthe inductive signal both through their own respective

downstream transcriptional effectors, dTCF (also called in the equivalence group from which this progenitor is
derived (data not shown) (Carmena et al., 1998a).Pangolin; Brunner et al., 1997; van de Wetering et al.,

1997) and Mothers against dpp (Mad; Sekelsky et al., We next determined at what level in the RTK/Ras
pathway Wg is required for MAPK activation. In wg mu-1995), and through their regulation of the mesoderm-

specific transcription factors Tinman (Tin; Azpiazu and tant embryos, there is loss of the P2-specific expression
of Htl, its specific downstream signaling component,Frasch, 1993; Bodmer, 1993) and Twist (Twi; Baylies and

Bate, 1996). We further demonstrate that specificity of Heartbroken (Hbr, also known as Dof and Stumps; Mi-
chelson et al., 1998a; Vincent et al., 1998; Imam et al.,the Ras/MAPK response is achieved though the integra-

tion of these signal-activated and tissue-restricted tran- 1999), and Rhomboid (Rho), a protein involved in the
presentation of the DER ligand Spitz (Bang and Kintner,scription factors, along with the Ras/MAPK-activated

Ets domain transcription factor PointedP2 (Pnt), at a 2000; Figures 1E, 1I, and 1M). Conversely, constitutive
Wg signaling, achieved by ectopic expression of Wgsingle transcriptional enhancer. Our results provide a

direct link between the initial axis patterning processes or an activated form of the downstream Wg pathway
component Armadillo (Arm; Pai et al., 1997), inducesin the early embryo and the subsequent combinatorial

signaling events that lead to the progressive determina- Htl, Hbr, and Rho expression in more dorsal mesodermal
cells than the single P2 progenitor found at a compara-tion of muscle and cardiac progenitors.
ble developmental stage (Figures 1F, 1J, and 1N and
data not shown). This effect is less prominent for RhoResults
than for Htl and Hbr, which may reflect different thresh-
old responses to Wg. Alternatively, the effect on HtlThe Mesodermal Eve Lineage

The Eve progenitors in each mesodermal hemisegment and Hbr may be more pronounced because ectopic Wg
arise during embryonic stage 11 in a dorsal region de- signaling prolongs their earlier expression in the entire
marcated by the intersecting domains of Wg and Dpp C2 cluster; Rho, in contrast, is normally expressed in
expression (Carmena et al., 1998a). The cells exposed P2 but not in C2, possibly making it more refractory to
to both Wg and Dpp are competent to respond to local- a prepattern factor such as Wg (data not shown) (Buff
ized Ras signaling, which induces the initial expression et al., 1998; Michelson et al., 1998b). Expanded expres-
of Eve in two clusters of equipotent cells. In each of sion of these RTK pathway components is associated
these equivalence groups, activity of the Notch pathway with increased MAPK activation and Eve expression
leads to the rapid refinement of Eve expression to a (Figure 1P). However, these effects of Wg hyperactiva-
single muscle or cardiac progenitor. The two Eve equiva- tion are transient, with a normal number of Eve progeni-
lence groups arise sequentially. Cluster C2, from which tors eventually segregating (Lawrence et al., 1995; Car-
progenitor P2 derives, forms first (Figures 1A and 1B). mena et al., 1998a; see below). Moreover, activated Arm
P2 divides asymmetrically, with one daughter main- is able to fully rescue Htl, Hbr, Rho, diphospho-MAPK,
taining Eve expression and becoming the founder of the and Eve expression in wg mutant embryos (Figures 1G,
two EPCs (F2EPC), and the other losing Eve expression 1K, 1O, and 1Q). Htl, Hbr, and Rho expression, as well
and becoming the founder of muscle DO2 (F2DO2; A. C., as MAPK activation, are also Dpp dependent (data not
unpublished data). The second Eve-expressing cluster, shown). In summary, Wg and Dpp regulate the produc-
C15, forms slightly later and produces the progenitor tion of several key proximal components of the DER and
P15, which in turn divides to yield the founder of the Htl signal transduction pathways.
Eve-expressing muscle, DA1, and an Eve-negative cell Given the involvement of Wg in the expression of
of as-yet-undetermined identity. Activation of the Ras/ Htl, Hbr, and Rho, we reasoned that a constitutively
MAPK pathway in C15 depends on both the DER and Htl activated form of Ras1 might bypass the requirement of
RTKs, but only Htl signaling is required for C2 formation Wg for MAPK activation. Constitutively activated Ras1,
(Buff et al., 1998; Carmena et al., 1998a; Michelson et when targeted to the mesoderm of wild-type embryos,
al., 1998a, 1998b). leads to an overproduction of Eve progenitors (Gissel-

brecht et al., 1996; Buff et al., 1998; Carmena et al., 1998a),
as well as to the expected hyperactivation of MAPK inWg Is Required for RTK/Ras Pathway Activation

in the Specification of Muscle and Heart Progenitors these cells (Figure 1R). In the absence of Wg signaling,
diphospho-MAPK expression is restored by activatedThe progressive determination of Eve mesodermal pro-

genitors requires that Wg prepattern the mesoderm, ren- Ras1. However, despite this recovery of MAPK activa-
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Figure 1. Wg Facilitates RTK/Ras Signaling
through Its Effects on Proximal Components
of the Htl and DER Pathways

(A) In early stage 11 wild-type (WT) embryos,
Eve expression in C2 resolves into one P2 pro-
genitor per hemisegment. The box indicates
the portion of a hemisegment that is shown
in the remaining panels.
(B) Eve (green) and diphospho-MAPK (red)
are coexpressed in P2.
(C) In a wg mutant, both Eve and diphospho-
MAPK expression is lost.
Expression of Htl protein (D–G), Hbr protein
(H–K), rho RNA (L–O), and Eve (green) and
diphospho-MAPK (red; P–S) in the indicated
genetic backgrounds. Like Eve and activated
MAPK, Htl, Hbr, and rho are present in wild-
type P2 and this expression is Wg dependent.
Ectopic activated Arm (F, J, N, and P) causes
more cells to express Htl, Hbr, rho, Eve, and
diphospho-MAPK, an effect that occurs at
early stage 11 but is transient (data not shown;
see Figure 3K). Activated Arm also fully res-
cues these markers in a wg mutant (G, K, O,
and Q).
(R) Constitutive Ras1 hyperactivates MAPK
(red) and induces extra Eve progenitors (green).
(S) While activated Ras1 restores MAPK acti-
vation in a wg mutant, Eve expression is not
rescued.

tion, constitutive Ras1 does not rescue Eve progenitor sion, an activated form of Pnt induces extra Eve progeni-
tors (Figure 2H).formation in a wg mutant background (Figure 1S) (Car-

mena et al., 1998a). This is in marked contrast to the In embryos mutant for yan, which encodes a MAPK-
regulated Ets-domain transcriptional repressor (Lai andability of activated Arm to fully rescue RTK signaling and

Eve progenitor specification in a wg mutant (Figure 1Q). Rubin, 1992; O’Neill et al., 1994; Rebay and Rubin, 1995),
there is an increased number of Eve progenitors andThese results suggest that, in addition to enabling acti-

vation of Ras/MAPK signaling as a result of the induction their differentiated derivatives (Figures 2E and 2F). Con-
versely, a constitutively activated form of Yan inhibitsof Htl, Hbr, and Rho expression, Wg signaling must con-

tribute other factors that are essential for the specifica- Eve progenitor formation (Figure 2G). Thus, two MAPK-
regulated transcription factors are involved in the devel-tion of mesodermal Eve progenitors.
opment of Eve progenitors.

The Ets Domain Transcription Factors Pnt and Yan
Are Involved in Eve Progenitor Formation Characterization of an eve Enhancer that Functions

Specifically in Muscle and Heart ProgenitorsGiven the importance of Ras/MAPK signaling in Eve
progenitor determination (Gisselbrecht et al., 1996; Buff One mechanism that would ensure the convergence of

the multiple regulatory inputs required for the formationet al., 1998; Carmena et al., 1998a; Michelson et al., 1998b),
we determined whether Pnt, an Ets domain transcrip- of P2 and P15 is integration by a transcriptional en-

hancer. Since Eve expression is the feature that uniquelytional activator that functions downstream of MAPK
(Klämbt, 1993; O’Neill et al., 1994), is also involved in identifies these progenitors, we investigated whether

eve itself is a direct target for regulation by both signal-this process. In pnt mutant embryos, there is a severe
reduction in the number of both Eve progenitors, al- activated and tissue-specific transcription factors.

Regulatory sequences responsible for mesodermalthough this loss is more pronounced for the P15 lineage
(Figures 2C, 2D, and 2I). Since mesoderm migration is eve expression are located approximately 6 kb down-

stream of the transcription start site (Fujioka et al., 1999;normal in pnt embryos (data not shown), Pnt must only
be required for the progenitor specification function of Sackerson et al., 1999). We generated deletions of this

region and defined a 312 bp minimal enhancer that weHtl (Michelson et al., 1998b). Consistent with this conclu-
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term the eve Muscle and Heart Enhancer (MHE; Figures
3A and 3B). When fused to a nuclear-lacZ reporter gene,
the MHE drives expression in a mesodermal pattern
identical to that of the endogenous eve gene (Figures
3C–3J). Reporter expression initiates at early stage 11,
coincident with the onset of Eve expression in the equiv-
alence group C2 (Figure 3D and data not shown). Follow-
ing formation of P2, MHE activity is observed in P15
and in the P2 daughters, F2EPC and F2DO2 (Figure 3E),
then in the EPCs and the F15 daughters of P15 (Figures
3F–3H), and finally in muscle fiber DA1 (Figure 3I). Colo-
calization of MHE-driven b-galactosidase expression
with Runt, which marks the F2DO2 founder and muscle
DO2 (Figures 3H and 3J; A. C., unpublished data), estab-
lished that the reporter gene expression present in Eve-
negative sibling cells is a result of b-galactosidase per-
durance. Of note, the MHE mimics endogenous Eve
expression despite its lack of a consensus binding site
for the transcription factor Zfh-1 that had previously
been proposed to play a role in mesodermal eve regula-
tion (Su et al., 1999).

Strikingly, the MHE is only active in a single nucleus
of the mature DA1 and DO2 muscles (Figure 3I,J). We
infer that these are the original nuclei of the F15DA1 and
F2DO2 founders based on prior reporter expression in
those cells (Figure 3E-H). Similar results were obtained
when DNA flanking the MHE by several hundred base
pairs on either side (14.96 to 17.36 kb; see Figure 3A),
including the previously described Zfh-1 site (Su et al.,
1999), was included in the reporter construct (Figure 3J),
or when the MHE was placed 39 to a reporter gene fused
to the endogenous eve promoter (data not shown; Sack-
erson et al., 1999). Thus, additional sequences are re-
quired for eve expression in non-founder myofiber nuclei.
Of critical importance to the present study, the MHE fully
recapitulates mesodermal Eve expression during the sig-
nal-dependent induction of progenitor and founder cells.

The eve MHE Is Responsive to Wg, Dpp,
and Ras Signaling
Genetic manipulation of the Wg, Dpp, and RTK/Ras sig-Figure 2. The Ets Domain Transcription Factors Pnt and Yan Are
naling pathways causes predictable alterations of en-Involved in Eve Progenitor Specification
dogenous mesodermal Eve expression (Carmena et al.,Embryos were stained for Eve expression at either stage 11 (A, C,
1998a). We next determined whether the isolated MHEE, G, and H) or stages 14–15 (B, D, and F).

(A) Two Eve progenitors are present in each hemisegment at mid responds appropriately to these signals. In all genetic
stage 11. backgrounds, reporter gene expression corresponded
(B) By stage 14, the individual EPCs and multinucleate DA1 muscle precisely to that of endogenous eve (Figures 3K–3P and
fiber can be distinguished.

data not shown). For example, constitutively activated(C) In pntD88 embryos, Eve progenitor formation is variably reduced.
Arm transiently increased the expression of both genes(D) Both the EPCs (arrowheads) and DA1 (arrows) are affected by
(data not shown). However, as previously reported withloss of pnt function.

(E and F) In yan mutants, there is an increased number of Eve respect to Eve (Lawrence et al., 1995; Carmena et al.,
progenitors and their derivatives (arrows, duplicated DA1; arrow- 1998a) and as described above for Htl, Hbr, Rho, and
head, extra EPC). diphospho-MAPK expression, Wg hyperactivation did
(G and H) Constitutively active forms of pnt and yan have the oppo-

not have a stable effect on MHE function (Figure 3K).site effects of their respective loss-of-function mutations.
In contrast, both endogenous eve and the MHE-driven(I) Quantitation of DA1 and EPC formation in wild-type and pnt
reporter were induced throughout the initial competencemutant embryos. Failure of both cell types to develop in pnt embryos

is highly significant (P , 0.001), although there is a greater effect domain by constitutively activated Pnt (Figure 3L), and
on DA1. Cells were scored in 9 hemisegments on each side of an expression of both markers extended laterally in the pres-
embryo; wild type, n 5 117 embryo sides for EPCs, n 5 96 for DA1; ence of activated Arm plus Pnt (Figure 3M). Ectopic Dpp
pntD88, n 5 128 embryo sides for both cell types.

led to both endogenous Eve and MHE-driven reporter
expression in the ventral mesoderm (Figures 3N and 3O),
while coexpression of Dpp and activated Ras1 induced
expression of both genes in a dorsal–ventral stripe (Fig-
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Figure 3. An eve Mesodermal Enhancer Re-
capitulates All Aspects of eve Expression
during the Specification of Muscle and Car-
diac Progenitor and Founder Cells

(A) The eve muscle and heart enhancer (MHE)
is located 39 to the coding region.
(B) Sequences tested for MHE activity in
transgenic flies. A “1” indicates mesoderm-
specific expression.
(C–P) Confocal analysis of reporter gene ex-
pression using antibodies to b-galactosidase
(red) and either endogenous Eve (C–G, I, and
K–P) or Runt (H and J) (green). (C) Reporter
expression colocalizes with endogenous Eve
at stage 11. The box indicates the portion of
one hemisegment enlarged in the following
panels. (D) Colocalization of Eve and b-galac-
tosidase in the P2 progenitor, along with fad-
ing Eve expression and b-galactosidase per-
durance in the former cluster C2 cells (dotted
circle). Ectopic b-galactosidase occurs non-
specifically in various transgenic lines and var-
ies considerably among segments and em-
bryos (red, outside dotted circle). (E and F)
Coexpression of Eve and the MHE reporter
is observed in P15 and the F2 founders, and
even later in the EPCs and the sibling F15s.
b-galactosidase perdures in F2DO2 after Eve
expression ceases. (G) Slightly later, only the
EPCs and F15DA1 retain Eve. (H) F2DO2 coex-
presses Runt (green) and b-galactosidase
(red). (I and J) At later stages, only a single
nucleus of each of the DA1 and DO2 muscles
expresses b-galactosidase. (K) Activated Arm
has no stable effect on Eve progenitors or
MHE-dependent expression at late stage 11,
while activated Pnt (L) increases expression
of both genes. (M) Activated forms of Arm
plus Pnt cause a lateral expansion of Eve and
MHE-expressing cells (arrow). (N) Stage 11
embryo showing Eve staining in the central
nervous system (arrowhead, ventral midline).
(O) Ectopic Dpp activates both the endoge-
nous and transgenic MHEs in ventral meso-
dermal cells. (P) Ectopic Dpp and activated
Ras1 generate b-galactosidase-positive Eve
progenitors along the entire dorsoventral axis
of the embryonic mesoderm.

ure 3P). These results demonstrate that the isolated as the nuclear factors that act downstream of Wg (dTCF),
Dpp (Mad) and Ras (Pnt, Yan). A computer-based searchMHE is responsive to all of the known signals that are

essential for the specification of Eve progenitors. of the MHE sequence suggested the presence of poten-
tial binding sites for each of these transcription factors.
Gel-shift assays confirmed that these putative sites ac-The eve MHE Contains Functional Binding Sites

for Both Signal-Activated and Tissue-Restricted tually bind the relevant factors (Figure 4 and data not
shown). This analysis established the existence of oneTranscription Factors

Given that the MHE recapitulates early mesodermal Eve binding site for dTCF, six for Mad, two for Twist, and
four each for Tin and Pnt. Since Yan bound to each ofexpression, we determined whether this enhancer con-

tains binding sites for candidate signal-dependent and the Pnt sites, we refer to these as Ets sites.
To ascertain whether these in vitro binding sites havemesoderm-specific transcription factors. We focused

on two mesoderm-specific factors, Tin and Twi, as well in vivo functional significance, we mutated the sites,
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Figure 4. The MHE Contains Binding Sites
for Multiple Signal-Activated and Tissue-
Restricted Transcription Factors

(A) The 312 bp MHE sequence showing bind-
ing sites for dTCF, Mad, Twi, Tin, and the Ets
domain factors Pnt and Yan, as identified by
gel-shift assays.
(B) Representative gel shifts. Each set of four
lanes shows a specific MHE oligonucleotide
probe assayed for binding by the corre-
sponding protein. Specific and nonspecific
competitor DNAs were present at approxi-
mately 1503 concentrations. All four Ets sites
bind both Pnt and Yan.

both singly and in combination, within the context of the function when inactivated singly or in combination (Fig-
ure 5B and data not shown). Mutation of the single dTCFentire MHE. All mutagenesis was by base substitution so

as not to affect the spacing between other potential cis- site or of individual binding sites for Twi, Tin, or the Ets
factors also led to loss of reporter gene expression inregulatory elements. We tested the ability of the mutated

MHEs to drive reporter gene expression in transgenic some, but not all, Eve-expressing cells, with some mu-
tant sites associated with a more severe loss than othersembryos and compared this expression to that of en-

dogenous Eve (Figure 5 and data not shown). Of the six (Figures 5C–5F and data not shown). Of note, both the
EPC and DA1 lineages were affected equally by all ofMad sites, only Mad4, 5, and 6 were critical for MHE

Figure 5. The Identified MHE Binding Sites
Are Functional In Vivo

Embryos bearing mutated MHEs driving a nu-
clear-lacZ reporter gene were stained with
antibodies to Eve (green) and to b-galactosi-
dase (red). Three representative hemiseg-
ments of late stage 11 embryos are shown
for each construct. (A) With a wild-type MHE,
three cells per hemisegment (P15 and two
F2s) express both Eve and b-galactosidase.
Mutation of the Mad4, 5, and 6 (B) or the dTCF
(C) sites leads to a partial loss of reporter
expression, as does mutation of single sites
for Twi (D), Tin (E), or the Ets factors (F). Re-
porter expression is competely lost when all
of the sites capable of binding Twi (G) or Tin
(H) or the Ets proteins (I) are mutated. Failure
to express the reporter construct occurs
equally in both the P2 and P15 lineages.
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the mutations. In addition, the activity level in those Eve- ectopic positions (Figure 6F). The magnitude of this ef-
fect was increased by coexpression of Wg and Twi (Fig-expressing cells that did maintain reporter gene expres-
ure 6G), and even more so by coexpression of Twi withsion was on average lower than that seen with the wild-
activated Ras1. The latter effect strikingly resemblestype MHE (as assayed by fluorescence intensity of the
that of Wg plus activated Ras1 (compare Figures 6E andanti-b-galactosidase signal; data not shown). In contrast
6H). With the simultaneous ectopic expression of Wg,to the single site mutants, mutation of the two Twi, all
Twi, and activated Ras1, Eve progenitors formed anfour Tin, or all four Ets sites completely eliminated MHE
almost continuous anteroposterior stripe confined to theactivity (Figures 5G–5I). We conclude that binding sites
dorsal mesoderm (Figure 6I). These results demonstratefor two tissue-specific and three signal-responsive tran-
a synergistic induction of Eve progenitors by variousscription factors are required for full activity of the MHE
combinations of Wg, Twi, and activated Ras1 that paral-in both the muscle and the heart lineages.
lels the synergistic loss of MHE activity seen by mutatingThe finding that the three Wg-dependent factors,
the dTCF, Twi, and Ets binding sites. Taken together,dTCF, Twi, and Tin, directly regulate eve could explain
these loss- and gain-of-function findings suggest thatwhy activated Ras was incapable of bypassing Wg in the
dTCF, Twi, and Pnt cooperate at the MHE to synergisti-induction of Eve progenitors (Figure 1S). We therefore
cally regulate Eve transcription and, by extension, toattempted to rescue Eve expression in wg mutant em-
induce the specification of Eve progenitor fates.bryos by ectopically expressing Twi and Tin together

with activated Ras. However, Eve progenitors were not
Discussionrecovered by this manipulation, perhaps due to the di-

rect requirement of dTCF for eve MHE activity. While
The convergence of multiple intercellular signals in theactivated Arm could supply the missing downstream
determination of cell fates is a recurring theme in animalWg transcription factor in this rescue experiment, Arm
development. However, the mechanisms by which dis-alone was capable of fully rescuing not only the Eve
parate inputs are integrated to generate specific, coordi-progenitors but also all of the Wg-dependent factors
nated responses remain poorly understood. We havethat regulate the MHE, including Twi, Tin, and the RTK/
demonstrated that Wg and Dpp coordinate a series ofRas pathway components (Figure 1 and data not
signal-activated (dTCF and Mad) and mesoderm-spe-shown). Thus, we were unable to further evaluate the
cific (Twi and Tin) transcription factors in a temporal andcombined effects of the MHE transcription factors in
spatial pattern that facilitates cooperation with the Rasthe absence of Wg signaling. Nevertheless, our rescue
transcriptional effector Pnt. The synergistic integration

and enhancer mutagenesis data strongly support the
of these five transcription factors by a single enhancer

involvement of Wg as a mesodermal competence deter-
generates a specific developmental response to Ras/

minant both upstream of the Ras pathway and directly
MAPK signaling. Moreover, Wg and Dpp exert proximal

(via dTCF) as well as indirectly (via Twi and Tin) in the effects in this signaling network by enabling Ras/MAPK
transcriptional response to inductive RTK signaling. activation through the regulated localized expression of

upstream components of the RTK signal transduction
machinery. A model governing the acquisition of devel-

The Transcription Factors Regulating Mesodermal opmental competence, signal integration and response
Eve Expression Act Synergistically at the MHE specificity in this system is summarized in Figure 7 and
Since mutation of any single transcription factor binding discussed in more detail below.
site in the MHE caused only a partial loss of enhancer
activity, we considered whether different sites might A Two-Tiered Molecular Basis for
function together synergistically. To test this possibility, Developmental Competence
binding site mutations for two different activators were Since their initial recognition by Stern during genetic
combined. Simultaneous mutation of the dTCF and Twi1 investigations of Drosophila thoracic bristle formation
sites led to reporter gene expression in approximately (Stern, 1954), developmental prepatterns have been
5-fold fewer cells than would be expected from the addi- found as critical early steps in the progressive determi-
tive independent effects of each mutation (6% 6 3% nation of various cell types. Our prior studies established
observed vs. 31% predicted, P , 0.001; Figure 6A). A that Wg and Dpp prepattern the dorsal mesoderm of
similar, though slightly less robust, synergy was ob- the Drosophila embryo. Moreover, we proposed that
served when the dTCF and Ets3 mutations were com- Wg and Dpp function as competence factors for the
bined (20% 6 3% observed vs. 34% predicted for an induction of Eve progenitor fates by the Ras pathway
additive effect, P , 0.002; Figure 6A). (Carmena et al., 1998a). The present results strongly

We also assessed whether ectopic coexpression of support this hypothesis and provide evidence that com-
individual transcription factors or upstream signals petence in this case results from dual functions of Wg
would lead to cooperative effects on endogenous Eve and Dpp in enabling RTK/Ras activation and in facilitat-
expression. As previously reported, ectopic Wg had no ing the downstream response to RTK/Ras signaling.
effect on Eve expression at late stage 11 (Figure 6C), First, Wg is essential for MAPK activation due to its
activated Ras1 induced extra Eve progenitors (Figure requirement for the expression of Htl, Hbr, and Rho,
6D), and ectopic Wg plus activated Ras1 caused a lateral proximal components of the EGF and FGF pathways.
expansion of the progenitor clusters (Figure 6E; Car- In the absence of Wg, neither FGF nor EGF receptor
mena et al., 1998a). When Twi was expressed using a activation can occur in dorsal mesodermal cells. Consis-

tent with this, gain of Wg function causes both increasedtwi-Gal4 driver, a few Eve-positive cells developed at
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Figure 7. A Model for Developmental Competence, Signal Integra-
tion, and RTK/Ras Response Specificity in the Determination of
Mesodermal Eve Progenitors

Wg and Dpp provide competence (gray box) through the regulation
of tissue-specific transcription factors (Tin and Twi), signal-respon-
sive transcription factors (Mad and dTCF), and proximal compo-
nents of the RTK/Ras pathways (Htl, Hbr, and Rho). The Ras signal-
ing cascade leads to activation of the inductive transcription factor,
Pnt, and inactivation of the Yan repressor. While a direct role for Mad
in regulating Tin expression has been demonstrated (solid arrow; Xu
et al., 1998), Wg regulation of Tin, Twi, Htl, Hbr, and Rho may be
either direct or indirect (dashed arrows). Additional effects of Dpp
on the proximal RTK factors (M. S. H., unpublished data) are not
illustrated. The five transcriptional activators assemble at and are
integrated by the MHE, where they function synergistically to pro-
mote eve expression. Specificity of the response to inductive RTK/
Ras signaling derives from the combinatorial effects of the tissue-
restricted and signal-activated transcription factors that converge
at the MHE. In the absence of inductive signaling, Yan would repress
eve by binding to the Ets sites. Since eve is a muscle and heart
identity gene, the illustrated regulatory mechanisms are inferred to
have a more general function in determining progenitor fates.

expression of RTK pathway components and increased
activation of MAPK. This effect of ectopic Wg or acti-
vated Arm is only transient but can be stabilized by
the addition of activated Ras, further underscoring the
interdependence of the two pathways. Dpp provides
input to RTK/Ras signaling similar to that provided byFigure 6. Synergistic Transcription Factor Interactions at the MHE
Wg. Indeed, within the dorsal mesoderm, the intersec-(A) The percentage of Eve-expressing cells that also express b-galac-
tion of the Wg and Dpp domains initially restricts Htltosidase from single- or double-mutant MHEs were quantitated in
and Hbr expression, and the effect of ectopic Wg signal-stage 11 embryos from at least four independent transgenic lines

of each genotype (for wild type, n 5 325 cells in 18 embryos; dTCF, ing on Eve is confined to the Dpp region (Carmena et al.,
n 5 459 cells in 29 embryos; Twi1, n 5 356 cells in 22 embryos; 1998a; this work). Additional complexity to the control of
Ets3, n 5 181 cells in 11 embryos; dTCF1Twi1, n 5 445 cells in 30 RTK activity in this system derives from positive feed-
embryos; and dTCF1Ets3, n 5 382 cells in 25 embryos).

back regulation of the Ras/MAPK cascade and from(B–I) Eve staining in stage 11 wild-type embryos or embryos in which
reciprocal regulatory interactions between the Ras andtwi-Gal4 was used to drive expression of Twi and/or the indicated
Notch pathways (A. C., unpublished data).signaling proteins. As previously described (Carmena et al., 1998a),

ectopic Wg has no stable effect on Eve progenitor formation (C),
activated Ras1 induces extra Eve cells within a hemisegment (D),
and Wg synergizes with Ras1 to induce additional Eve cells between
hemisegments (arrows in E). Ectopic Twi leads to occasional extra clusters similar to that seen with Wg and activated Ras1 (compare
Eve progenitors (arrow in F), an effect that is substantially increased with E). (I) Coexpression of Wg, Twi, and activated Ras1 dramatically
when combined with ectopic Wg (arrows in G). (H) Coexpression of increases the induction of Eve progenitors within the dorsal Dpp
Twi and activated Ras1 causes a lateral expansion of progenitor domain.
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The second mechanism by which Wg and Dpp con- to several pleiotropic signals (Halder et al., 1998; Hepker
et al., 1999). In the mesoderm, Twi and Tin may havetribute to the mesodermal RTK/Ras response occurs at

the transcriptional level. Our analysis demonstrates that analogous selector functions as essential germ layer–
wide or region-restricted transcription factors that servethe eve MHE is directly regulated by dTCF, Mad, Tin, and

Twi which function together with Ras-activated Pnt. Wg to integrate multiple signals. Whereas Tin functions with
Pnt to specify dorsal Eve progenitors, different spatially-and Dpp directly influence progenitor identity through

the action on the MHE of their respective downstream restricted transcription factors, such as the ventrally
localized Paired domain protein Pox-meso (Bopp et al.,transcription factors, dTCF and Mad, as well as through

their regulation of Tin and Twi (Bate and Rushton, 1993; 1989), may play a similar role in mediating responses
to ventral Ras/MAPK signaling. We propose a generalStaehling-Hampton et al., 1994; Frasch, 1995; Wu et al.,

1995), which also act directly on the MHE (Figure 7). model in which distinct repertoires of tissue-specific
and spatially-restricted transcription factors cooperateThese findings highlight the complex interrelationships

that exist in this system among the prepattern signals with specific combinations of signal-responsive tran-
scriptional activators to generate unique progenitor(Wg and Dpp), the inductive signals (Htl and DER, RTK

activators of the Ras pathway), the fate-determining identities in response to inductive RTK signaling. Evi-
dence for a similar mechanism has recently been re-transcription factors (dTCF, Mad, Twi, Tin, and Pnt), and

a progenitor identity gene (eve). ported for the specificity of Ras signaling in Drosophila
eye development (Flores et al., 2000 [this issue of Cell];Although not understood at a comparable molecular

level, there are other developmental contexts in which Xu et al., 2000 [this issue of Cell]).
signals may coordinately regulate both upstream com-
ponents of RTK pathways and the transcription factors Multiple Ets Domain Factors May Influence
that directly cooperate with Ras-activated nuclear ef- the Specificity of the Ras Response
fectors to control target gene expression (e.g., Laufer Although mutations in the Ets domain activator Pnt
et al., 1994; Stern et al., 1997; Ericson et al., 1998; Jiang cause only a partial loss of Eve progenitors and their
and Sternberg, 1998; Szuts et al., 1998; Reifers et al., progeny, mutation of the four Ets consensus sites in the
2000). Such dual functions of convergent signals could MHE completely abrogates enhancer activity. Additional
prove to be a general mechanism for establishing the factors, possibly other positively-acting Ets proteins,
competence to respond in a tissue-specific manner to may therefore contribute to eve regulation through these
RTK inductive signaling. same sites. Several Ets proteins in addition to Pnt and

Yan are expressed in the fly embryo (Chen et al., 1992),
but their mutant phenotypes and expression patternsTranscriptional Integration Mediates Ras
have not been well characterized. In the vertebrate ner-Signaling Specificity
vous system, different signal-regulated Ets proteins helpA characteristic feature of Ras signaling is its pleiotropy,
to define specific subsets of motor and sensory neuronsraising the question of how specificity is achieved in
(Lin et al., 1998). By analogy, the differential expressionparticular developmental contexts (Rommel and Hafen,
of Ets proteins could contribute to the specificity of1998; Tan and Kim, 1999). The present work highlights
Ras/MAPK signaling in Drosophila muscle and cardiacthe importance of transcriptional integration in eliciting
progenitors. Such a model would be consistent with thea tissue-specific response to an inductive Ras signal.
less severe loss of the P2 lineage as compared to theBinding of Ras-activated Pnt to the eve MHE in the
P15 lineage observed in pnt mutant embryos (Figure 2).presence of the mesoderm-restricted factors Twi and
Variation in Ets protein stability, binding affinity or capacityTin establishes a tissue-specific context for the induc-
to interact with protein cofactors could provide an addi-tive effects of Ras on heart and muscle progenitor for-
tional level of specificity to the RTK/Ras signaling response.mation. Additional specificity is achieved by the direct

transcriptional inputs of Wg and Dpp to this enhancer.
Such an integrative transcriptional mechanism could en- Concluding Remarks

The mechanisms by which cells acquire the competenceable all mesodermal cells to interpret a set of combinato-
rial signaling codes that determine their individual identi- to respond to multiple intercellular signals and by which

these convergent inputs are integrated are fundamentalties (Carmena et al., 1998a). Although there may be a
limited number of tissue-restricted and signal-activated to numerous developmental decisions. The present work

illustrates how Wg and Dpp function as competencetranscription factors contributing to progenitor diversifi-
cation, the complexity of such a mechanism could be determinants by acting both upstream of and in parallel

to a later inductive RTK/Ras signal. Wg and Dpp notincreased by varying numbers and/or relative affinities
of the corresponding binding sites in each cell type– only facilitate RTK/Ras activation but also coordinate

the downstream transcription factors that directly medi-specific enhancer. The particular organization of sites
could also contribute to cellular specificity by promoting ate the acquisition of particular cell fates. In addition to

being a marker of mesodermal progenitor identity, evedifferential synergistic interactions among the cognate
transcription factors. Such synergy occurs with the eve is also a direct target of the tissue-restricted and signal-

activated transcription factors that cooperate to induceMHE, and may be a general feature of the regulation of
genes governing progenitor fates. this identity. The ability to monitor Eve expression in

different genetic backgrounds and to dissect the individ-Integration of signal-responsive and tissue-specific
transcription factors occurs in the regulation of other ual regulatory elements of the eve MHE has provided

a comprehensive understanding of both the upstreamDrosophila genes. For example, Vestigial is a tissue-
specific selector protein that generates unique responses signals and downstream nuclear effectors that control
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were purified using glutathione-agarose (Sigma). GST-tagged Mad-myogenic and cardiogenic determination in a model or-
MH1 (MadN, Kim et al., 1997) and a 63His-tagged dTCF bindingganism. Moreover, this work has revealed a molecular
domain construct were the generous gift of S. Carroll. The Pnt Etsbasis for how competence, integration, and specificity
domain (aa 863-977) was cloned into pRSETA (Invitrogen) and ex-

of signaling responses are achieved in a well defined pressed as a 63His-tagged protein. The Tin DNA binding domain
developmental context. Since the establishment of the (aa 294-358) and full-length Twi and Yan were generated in vitro

using the TnT coupled transcription/translation kit (Promega). Elec-Wg and Dpp expression domains has been traced to
trophoretic mobility shift assays employed end-labeled oligonucleo-the earliest events that determine the embryonic body
tides that were run on 5% polyacrylamide gels in 0.53 TBE buffer.plan, our findings provide a framework that directly links

these developmental processes to the later specifica-
Immunohistochemistry and Microscopytion, patterning, and differentiation steps that occur dur- Antibody staining and in situ hybridization of embryos were done

ing organ formation. as previously described (Carmena et al., 1998a). The following anti-
bodies were used: a-b-galactosidase (Promega), 1:500; a-diphos-

Experimental Procedures pho-MAPK (Sigma), 1:500; a-Eve (Frasch, 1995), 1:10,000; a-Htl (Mi-
chelson et al., 1998b), 1:10,000; a-Hbr (anti-Dof, Vincent et al., 1998),

Drosophila Strains and Genetics 1:200; and a-Runt (Kosman et al., 1998), 1:5000. Fluorescent staining
The following mutant stocks were used: wgcx4, wgIG22, pntD88, and was analyzed using a Leica TCS-NT confocal microscope and the
aop1 (yan). Ectopic expression was achieved using the Gal4-UAS separate channel images were composited using Adobe Photoshop.
system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) and the following fly lines: twi-
Gal4, UAS-wg, UAS-arms10, UAS-dpp, UAS-Ras1Act, UAS-pntP2VP16, Statistical Analysis
UAS-yanAct, and UAS-twi. Oregon-R was used as the wild-type refer- Data in Figure 2I were evaluated using a standard Z test. To test
ence strain. for synergistic versus additive effects of combined mutations in

Figure 7A, a likelihood ratio test of independence was performed.
Isolation of the eve MHE and Construction of Deletion Mutants
An 890 bp SphI/StuI fragment located 5.7 kb downstream of the Acknowledgments
eve transcriptional start site was subcloned with NotI linkers into
pBSII-KS (Stratagene) to give pBS-MeveNot. To make D235, a We thank A. Bejsovec, R. Bodmer, S. Carroll, M. Frasch, M. Hoffman,
BamHI site was introduced 235 bp downstream of the SphI site in C. Klämbt, D. Kosman, M. Leptin, M. Peifer, N. Perrimon, I. Rebay,
pBSMeveNot by PCR and the product subcloned into pBS. For and the Bloomington Stock Center for fly stocks and reagents. J.
the remaining deletions, pBS-MeveNot was digested with NotI and Kass, J. Oborski, and L. Sauter provided expert technical help. We
either DraI (1-735) or PstI (1-546, D546), NotI linkers added, and the also thank J. Cunningham for advice on site-directed mutagenesis,
fragment subcloned into pBS. For D235-546, the D235 construct M.-L. T. Lee for assistance with statistical analysis, and U. Banerjee
was digested with BamHI and PstI and the 0.3 kb fragment sub- and R. Carthew for communicating results in advance of publication.
cloned back into pBS. We refer to this construct as pBS-MHE. M. K. B. is supported by the Society of Memorial Sloan-Kettering
All constructs were subcloned into the P-element transformation Cancer Center and by National Institutes of Health grant GM 56989.
vectors pETW-lacZ or pETW-nuclacZ, which contain minimal heat Support for A. C. is from an EMBO Postdoctoral Fellowship and a
shock gene promoters driving lacZ or nuclear-localized lacZ, re- Human Frontiers Postdoctoral Fellowship. M. S. H. is an American
spectively (A. M. M., unpublished data). Cancer Society Postdoctoral Fellow. A. M. M. is an Associate Investi-

gator of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute. This paper is dedi-
Analysis of Transcription Factor Consensus Sequences cated to the memory of our good friend and colleague, Fernando
The MHE was searched for the following consensus transcription Jiménez, who died on May 27, 1999.
factor binding sites using MacVector (Oxford Molecular, UK): dTCF,
AAGATCAAAGG; Mad, GCCGNCGB; Twi, CANNTG; Tin, CTCAA Received April 11, 2000; revised August 22, 2000.
GTGG; Ets, NSYGGAWRY.
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